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mystery definition meaning merriam webster May 22
2024
the meaning of mystery is something not understood or beyond understanding enigma
how to use mystery in a sentence synonym discussion of mystery

mystery definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Apr 21 2024
something strange or not known that has not yet been explained or understood how the
massive stones were brought here from hundreds of miles away is remains a mystery the
mystery was solved when the police discovered the murder weapon the book tries to
explain some of the mysteries of life

mystery english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 20
2024
mystery definition 1 something strange or not known that has not yet been explained or
understood 2 a book film learn more

mystery definition meaning dictionary com Feb 19
2024
a novel short story play or film whose plot involves a crime or other event that remains
puzzlingly unsettled until the very end a mystery by agatha christie obscure puzzling or
mysterious quality or character the mystery of mona lisa s smile

mystery definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 18 2024
a mystery is something that baffles our understanding and cannot be explained the giant
slabs of stonehenge remain a mystery to this day the noun mystery comes from the greek
mysterion meaning secret rite or doctrine a great synonym for secret is enigma

mystery definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Dec 17 2023
1 something unexplained unknown or kept secret the mystery of life 2 a any thing or event
that remains so secret or obscure as to excite curiosity a murder mystery b a novel story
or play involving such an event esp a crime and the gradual discovery of who committed it

mystery noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Nov 16 2023
mystery noun ˈmɪstri ˈmɪstəri plural mysteries countable something that is difficult to
understand or to explain it is one of the great unsolved mysteries of this century their
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motives remain a mystery she tried to solve the mystery of the boy s sudden death

mystery noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Oct 15 2023
definition of mystery noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

mystery definition meaning britannica dictionary Sep
14 2023
mystery meaning 1 something that is not known something that is difficult to understand
or explain 2 the quality of being difficult to understand or explain the quality of being
mysterious

mystery meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Aug
13 2023
something strange or unknown that cannot be explained or understood an unsolved
mystery he never gave up hope that he would solve the mystery of his son s disappearance
he s out of work so how he pays his rent is a mystery to me i cannot explain it

mystery definition meaning yourdictionary Jul 12 2023
noun mysteries something unexplained unknown or kept secret the mystery of life webster
s new world one that is not fully understood or that baffles or eludes the understanding an
enigma how he got in is a mystery american heritage one whose identity is unknown and
who arouses curiosity the woman in the photograph is a mystery

mystery wiktionary the free dictionary Jun 11 2023
someone or something with an obscure or puzzling nature that man is a mystery an
account story book film or play often with the theme of crime or murder with a surprise
ending that explains all the strange events that have occurred obsolete a secret or
mystical meaning

mystery definition of mystery by the free dictionary
May 10 2023
1 one that is not fully understood or that baffles or eludes the understanding an enigma
how he got in is a mystery 2 one whose identity is unknown and who arouses curiosity the
woman in the photograph is a mystery 3 a mysterious character or quality a landscape
with mystery and charm 4

mystery synonyms 20 similar words merriam webster
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Apr 09 2023
some common synonyms of mystery are enigma problem puzzle and riddle while all these
words mean something which baffles or perplexes mystery applies to what cannot be fully
understood by reason or less strictly to whatever resists or defies explanation

mystery n ¹ meanings etymology and more oxford
english Mar 08 2023
what does the noun mystery mean there are 24 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun
mystery seven of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and
quotation evidence

mystery definition and examples literaryterms net Feb
07 2023
mystery pronounced mis t uh ree is a genre of literature whose stories focus on a puzzling
crime situation or circumstance that needs to be solved the term comes from the latin
mysterium meaning a secret thing stories can be either fictional or nonfictional and can
focus on both supernatural and non supernatural topics many

what is the mystery genre learn about mystery and
crime Jan 06 2023
learn about mystery and crime fiction plus 6 tips for writing a mystery novel written by
masterclass last updated sep 8 2021 5 min read writing a mystery novel is like creating a
puzzle

wonder mystery and meaning taylor francis online Dec
05 2022
mystery of why there is something rather than nothing at the sheer fact of existence
whether in general or in the form of the existence of a particular entity the earth a
harebell a bus stop

41 synonyms antonyms for mystery thesaurus com Nov
04 2022
find 41 different ways to say mystery along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com

mystery etymology of mystery by etymonline Oct 03
2022
non theological use in english a hidden or secret thing a fact matter etc of which the
meaning explanation or cause is unknown is from late 14c in reference to the ancient rites
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of greece egypt etc it is attested from 1640s
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